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OKAVANGO DELTA
THE

A   P H O T O G R A P H I C   E X P E D I T I O N   B Y   L A N D  &   W A T E R



ABOUT  THE  OKAVANGO DELTA

Described as ‘the jewel of the Kalahari’, the Okavango Delta – a tranquil and isolated oasis set in the harsh and arid surroundings of
Botswana’s bush and desert – is widely regarded as one of Africa’s best safari destinations, with its rich diversity of fauna and flora.

The Okavango Delta is one of the world’s largest inland water systems and is made up of a multitude of small island networks in
between the floodplains and the channels. Because of the common occurrence of water, the vegetation is rich and diverse, which is
a natural attraction to the vast array of wildlife and birdlife who make this fascinating area home.

As the Delta always has a certain amount of water, water-based activities are on offer at many of the safari camps situated there.As the Delta always has a certain amount of water, water-based activities are on offer at many of the safari camps situated there.
A mokoro safari is a definite ‘must do’ for all guests visiting the Okavango Delta – a dugout canoe poled along by your guide is a
favourite method of exploring the waterways. Motor-boats operate on the main waterways and lagoons. Traditional 4×4 game-viewing
vehicles are used on the main island. 



W ILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY

Taking place in March, this time of year brings a bit of relief from the seemingly incessant rains of the previous two months, and while
the temperatures remain fairly constant and warm, dry weather is far more practical. This time of year is especially beautiful because the
bush around you is still lush and green, and the flowers are still in bloom.

Wildlife of the Okavango Delta includes a myriad of species including Buffalo, Hippopotamuse, Nile Crocodile, Lion, Cheetah, Leopard, 
Hyena, Rhinoceros, Plains Zebra and much more. Notably the endangered African Wild Dog still survives within the region and exhibits
one of the richest pack densities in Africa. 

If you’re an elephant enthusiast, you’ll have a particular affinity for this trip as they flock to the local Marula trees to enjoy their favouriteIf you’re an elephant enthusiast, you’ll have a particular affinity for this trip as they flock to the local Marula trees to enjoy their favourite
fruits, which means that you’ll hopefully see plenty of them throughout the trip. In addition to the large animals the wildlife of the
Okavango Delta includes over 500 species of birds - that are particularly abundant during this lush and vibrant time of the year.



BY LAND AND W ATER

We’ve developed an itinerary specially designed for keen photographers looking to take their skills to the next level – whether you’re
starting out with your first DSLR or an experienced photographer. One of the most exciting aspects of the Okavango Delta is to explore
new ways of photographing wildlife. There’s the traditional 4x4 vehicle, but we’re also able to photograph from the water - via mokoro
or motorboat safari!



The focus of this trip is to get the best photographic opportunities out of every sighting and encounter whilst out in the wild. 

Learning in the field allows you to practice your skills straight away – our classroom on this photographic safari is the wilderness
itself with subjects potentially being around every corner. But this means nothing without a lead guide,  meaning that during the
entireity of your trip you will be hosted and guided by wildlife photographer Sophie Brown.

Sophie’s goal is to share all her photographic secrets with you garnered from the time she has spent in the field across Southern and
Eastern Africa. With wildlife anything can happen at any moment, and her expertise and commitment to guests means that she’llEastern Africa. With wildlife anything can happen at any moment, and her expertise and commitment to guests means that she’ll
ensure you never miss a beat and capture as many opportunities as possible.

Downtime between activities can be spent relaxing and soaking in the surroundings, but it’s also a great time to crack open a laptop and
check on your images and to see what you can improve or further practise on the next outing. Sophie will also be available during this
time to share editing techniques, review images and provide one-on-one tuition.

Sophie will ensure that you’ll leave not only just having created a new portfolio of striking images, but that you’ve learnt and developed
new creative and technical skills within the realm of photography.new creative and technical skills within the realm of photography.

PHOTOGRAPHIC GUIDANCE



ACCOM M ODATION PART ONE

During your stay you’ll visit two camps, both of which offer stunning scenery and the comfort and luxury of a holiday getaway in the
remote African wilderness. 

The first three nights will see you based in the Xugana Lagoon, which is widely recognised as the most spectacular permanent water
site in the entire Okavango Delta.

The lodge is situated on a private concession and takes full advantage
of this magnificent site. An expansive deck and al fresco dining area
overlooks the vast, pristine body of water and is an ideal spot for
spotting wildlife and birds whilst between activities.

The lodge accommodates only sixteen guests in large, raised, reed and 
thatch lagoon-facing chalets, with en-suite facilities and private viewing
decks optimally placed on the shaded fringe of the island.decks optimally placed on the shaded fringe of the island.

Being based in a private concession means night drives are also a 
possibility for a chance to search for the residential nocturnal wildlife.



ACCOM M ODATION PART TW O

After three days you’ll be transported via light aircraft to your second camp for the remaining four nights. The prime location of this
second camp, on the banks of the Khwai River on the Xakanaxa Lagoon, in the heart of the Moremi Game Reserve, makes it one of the
very few safari camps that offers guests an authentic, year-round Okavango Delta land and water safari experience.

The camp accommodates twenty-four guests in eleven spacious 
all-canvas, classic Meru-style luxury safari tents and, each with en suite
showers, hand basins and toilet facilities. Situated around the fringe
of the lagoon, every tent has a private viewing deck with  comfortable
loungers. It is one of the few camps in Botswana which still offers the
essence of a classic tented camp.

In camp, a relaxed and friendly atmosphere together with personalisedIn camp, a relaxed and friendly atmosphere together with personalised
and caring service evokes a feeling of coming home. The stylish main
buildings extend over the Khwai River and are set on raised platforms
to maximise the views over the surrounding lagoons and islands. 

The elegant lounge and dining rooms, built of local timber, reed and
thatch, feature a small library, expansive sundeck, plunge pool and
lounge with day bed. The fire-deck extends over the Khwai River and
creates an enchanting environment in which to relax after dinner.creates an enchanting environment in which to relax after dinner.



On day one you will meet as a group at Maun airport before flying together to your first camp.

After three nights you will then fly to the second camp for the following four nights before flying back to Maun.

Each day will consist of two game viewing activities (via either 4x4 vehicle on land or by water on boat) in the early morning and
mid afternoon to match ideal game viewing times. Breakfast, lunch and dinner is served back at your respective camp or lodge and
photo workshops will take place during these in between hours.

05:30:
Wake up call and light breakfast

06:00
Morning game viewing activity with

coffee stop

09:30
Return to lodge for breakfastReturn to lodge for breakfast

11:00
Creative Compositon Workshop

12:30
Lunch

13:30
One-on-one Editing Support

15:3015:30
High Tea

16:00
Afternoon game viewing activity with

sudowners

20:00
Return to lodge for dinner

FIRST CAMP

SECOND CAMP

ITINERARY

DAILY ITINERARY
(LOOSE EXAM PLE)



INCLUDED / EXCLUDED

EXCLUDED

- Flights / travel to Maun from country
  or province of origin

- Premium alcoholic drinks

- Travel / health insurance

- Items of a personal nature

- Tips for lodge staff and guide- Tips for lodge staff and guide

- Rented or borrowed camera / computer equipment

INCLUDED

- All domestic flights and transfers from Maun

- Seven nights accommodation

- All meals and local drinks

- Laundry service

- Twice daily game viewing activities

- Private group vehicles- Private group vehicles

- Photographic guidance and tuition throughout

- All reserve and conservation fees



W HAT TO BRING

PHOTOGRAPHY

Mirrorless camera or DSLR
Telephoto or zoom lens
Wide angle lens
Plenty of batteries and memory cards
Laptop with Adobe Lightroom classic
External hard-driveExternal hard-drive
Memory card reader (if needed)
All charging cables and power adaptors

OTHER

Comfortable clothing
(Neutral colours are best)
Light waterproof jacket

Comfortable walking shoes
Sunglasses, Hat & Sunblock
Travel / Health insuranceTravel / Health insurance

Insect repellent



EXTRA INFORM ATION

CURRENCY:
Most major currencies are accepted throughout Botswana. You will not need large sums of cash while on safari, as this
expedition is all-inclusive. However, some guests enjoy shopping in Maun. Selected camps have a small gift shop stocked
with various curios and safari items. Credit cards can be used (Master or Visa cards).

MALARIA:
The Okavango Delta lies in a high-risk malaria zone, and it is advisable to take antimalarial medication. Extra safety
measures include applying insect repellent and wearing long sleeves and trousers in the evening to cover up any exposedmeasures include applying insect repellent and wearing long sleeves and trousers in the evening to cover up any exposed
skin. It’s important you talk to a medical practitioner about anti-malarial medication before departure for the trip.

TIPPING:
Tipping is not obligatory. It is, however, appropriate if you feel that the measure of service you received warrants a show
of your personal appreciation, this is purely discretionary. The average tip amounts are approximately $10 per guest,
per day. Customarily, $5–10 per day will go to your driver/guide directly and $5 per day can be placed in the Tip Box
provided in the lodges, Lodge Managers distribute the latter among the camp employees, it is a fair distribution system,provided in the lodges, Lodge Managers distribute the latter among the camp employees, it is a fair distribution system,
ensuring that the 'behind the scenes' staff are also rewarded.

ELECTRICITY:
Batteries may be recharged in camp during the day. Depending upon the electricity needed for camp operations,
it may be possible to recharge video cameras during the day, but this will be at the discretion of the camp
manager. Be sure you bring a 3-prong, round point adapter with you and also be sure to bring a spare battery
for use whilst the other battery is being charged in camp,
to avoid missing out on any photographic opportunities.to avoid missing out on any photographic opportunities.

LUGGAGE ALLOWANCE:
Luggage is restricted to 20 kg per person on the
domestic flights. This 20 kg includes both hand-luggage
and travel luggage. Bags should be soft-sided, flexible
bags. Bags with a solid frame, wheel frame and rigid
pull-out handles do not constitute ‘soft bags’. Bags
MUST be completely flexible to facilitate the packingMUST be completely flexible to facilitate the packing
within the ‘belly pod’ luggage compartment of the
light inter-camp transfer aircraft (the door is only
65 x 25 cm). 

* By not adhering to these luggage requirements, 
 travellers may cause delays and incur additional
 costs to themselves. Please contact us should you 
  have any questions.



Group size is strictly limited to a maximum of six guests to ensure space and comfort on
game drive vehicles and efficient and plentiful tuition. Cost below is in GBP and USD per
person on a two per room sharing basis.

A non-refundable deposit of 35% is required to book your placement,

with final payment due by the end of 2022.

GBP £4,500  /  USD $6,200

PRICING



In order to book your spot on this photographic safari, please simply get in touch with
us at RAW Photographic via our website or e-mail as listed below. We look forward to
chatting with you about this incredible adventure!

Website:
www.raw-photographic.com

E-Mail:
info@raw-photographic.com

BOOKING


